Edapt 1 is a transformation tool tailored for the migration of models in response to metamodel adaptation. Edapt is an official Eclipse tool derived from the research prototype COPE. Reuse of recurring migration specifications allows to reduce the effort associated with building a model migration [1] . Edapt thus provides reusable coupled operations which make metamodel adaptation and model migration independent of the specific metamodel through parameters and constraints restricting the applicability of the operation. An example for a reusable coupled operation is Enumeration to Sub Classes which replaces an enumeration attribute with subclasses for each literal of the enumeration. Currently, Edapt comes with a library of over 60 reusable coupled operations [5] . By means of studying real-life metamodel histories, we have shown that, in practice, most of the coupled evolution can be covered by reusable coupled operations [1, 4] .
Edapt in a Nutshell
Edapt 1 is a transformation tool tailored for the migration of models in response to metamodel adaptation. Edapt is an official Eclipse tool derived from the research prototype COPE.
Modeling the Coupled Evolution. As depicted by Figure 1 , Edapt specifies the metamodel adaptation as a sequence of operations in an explicit history model. The operations can be enriched with instructions for model migration to form so-called coupled operations. Edapt provides two kinds of coupled operations according to the automatability of the model migration [3] : reusable and custom coupled operations. Reuse of recurring migration specifications allows to reduce the effort associated with building a model migration [1] . Edapt thus provides reusable coupled operations which make metamodel adaptation and model migration independent of the specific metamodel through parameters and constraints restricting the applicability of the operation. An example for a reusable coupled operation is Enumeration to Sub Classes which replaces an enumeration attribute with subclasses for each literal of the enumeration. Currently, Edapt comes with a library of over 60 reusable coupled operations [5] . By means of studying real-life metamodel histories, we have shown that, in practice, most of the coupled evolution can be covered by reusable coupled operations [1, 4] . Migration specifications can become so specific to a certain metamodel that reuse does not make sense [1] . To express these complex migrations, Edapt allows the user to define a custom coupled operation by manually encoding a model migration for a metamodel adaptation in a Turing-complete language [2] . By softening the conformance of the model to the metamodel within a coupled operation, both metamodel adaptation and model migration can be specified as in-place transformations, requiring only to specify the difference. A transaction mechanism ensures conformance at the boundaries of the coupled operation.
Edapt
Recording the Coupled Evolution. To not lose the intention behind the metamodel adaptation, Edapt is intended to be used already when adapting the metamodel. Therefore, Edapt's user interface, which is depicted in Figure 2 , is directly integrated into the existing EMF metamodel editor. The user interface provides access to the history model in which Edapt records the sequence of coupled operations. An initial history can be created for an existing metamodel by invoking Create History in the operation browser which also allows the user to Release the metamodel.
The user can adapt the metamodel by applying reusable coupled operations through the operation browser. The operation browser allows to set the parameters of a reusable coupled operation, and gives feedback on the operation's applicability based on the constraints. When a reusable coupled operation Figure 2 shows the operation Sub Classes to Enumeration being selected in the operation browser and recorded to the history model.
The user needs to perform a custom coupled operation only, in case no reusable coupled operation is available for the change at hand. First, the metamodel is directly adapted in the metamodel editor, in response to which the changes are automatically recorded in the history. A migration can later be attached to the sequence of metamodel changes. Figure 2 shows the migration editor to encode the custom migration in Java.
2 Reengineering Case Figure 3 shows the history model that solves the reengineering case. The history model was initialized for both the Java and the statemachine metamodel. The history model is modularized into custom coupled operations for extracting states, transitions, triggers and actions from the Java model. In the first steps, trace associations from the statemachine to the Java metamodel are added, which are deleted at the end by reusable coupled operations. In the following, we briefly explain the different steps. The complete solution is available in the appendix, through a SHARE demo [6] and in the repository of the Eclipse Edapt project 2 .
Core Task. To extract the states from the Java model (see Listing A.2), we first create the statemachine in a separate model resource (lines 27-43). Then we search for the abstract base class that denotes states in the Java model (lines 58-66). From this class, we navigate opposite to inheritance associations to obtain all non-abstract subclasses (lines 68-103). In Edapt, opposite navigation can be performed very efficiently using the helper method getInverse (e. g. lines 83/84). Finally, we create a state for each nonabstract subclass (lines 45-56). We also associate a state to its implementing class through the association class created for this purpose (line 53).
To extract transitions from the Java model (see Listing A.3), for each class implementing a target state, we search for ElementReferences to it in the classes implementing source states (lines 18-39). This can again be performed very efficiently using the inverse navigation of Edapt. We also have to check whether the ElementReferences are part of a call to the activate method before creating a transition (lines 41-57). We use the association class created in the last custom coupled operation to navigate from a state in the statemachine model to its implementing class in the Java model (e. g. line 22), and vice versa (e. g. lines 29/30). We associate a transition to its implementing ElementReference through the association reference created for this purpose (lines 60-69).
Extension 1: Triggers. We implemented the logic as explained by the case description to extract triggers from the Java model for each transition in the statemachine model (see Listing A.4). We use the association reference to navigate from a transition in the statemachine model to its implementing ElementReference in the Java model. Extension 2: Actions. We implemented the logic as explained by the case description to extract actions from the Java model for each transition in the statemachine model (see Listing A.5). Again, we use the association reference to navigate between transitions and their implementations.
Conclusion
We discuss the solution with respect to the evaluation criteria defined in the case description.
Understandability. We use Edapt's mechanism to compose coupled operations to modularize the solution into a number of understandable steps. Moreover, each of the custom migrations can again be split up into a number of methods to increase understandability. However, the implementation in Java makes the migration slightly more difficult to understand than a specialized DSL.
Conciseness. The solution is quite concise, since we can rely on Java's inheritance mechanism to reuse recurring methods-e. g. getContainerOfType in the super class ReengineeringCustomMigration to obtain the direct or indirect parent of a certain type. Moreover, the API with which migrations are implemented provides methods that foster a concise implementation-e. g. methods that resolve elements from the metamodel by their fully qualified name. Even though the implementation in Java is quite concise and understandable, a specialized DSL could further improve conciseness and understandability. However, we can rely on the strong Java tooling to implement, refactor and debug the solution.
Completeness. We believe that the solution is complete, since it covers all cases specified in the case description. Moreover, we obtain the same statemachine model as the reference models for the test models.
Performance. Due to the efficient inverse navigation of Edapt which has the same performance as the forward navigation, the transformation has a good performance on the test models. Since all Java test models contain the same statemachine model, the transformation itself takes the same time on all test models: 0.5 to 1 s on the SHARE virtual machine. However, loading the models takes longer for the bigger ones. 
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